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Name in full : Jeniffer CHO

Date of birth : 15 November 2000

One day when I was in 2nd grade of middle school, I saw French chef on TV. I was 

inspired the way of his talking and appearance. I thought that could be something I can 

identify myself and it led me to pick out the food resources in my home and try to make food.

To speak about my mom, she always prefers to do the food for me and my brother by 

herself. And this automatically had me to get chance to assist her food making at home and 

maybe I came to start to glance at the food on movie and magazine.

It was interesting to make a food with my own idea and I enjoyed people try my food. By 

this way, to become a chef came to be a dream professional in my mind.

My aim is to become a chef who master the all the cook skill. Recently, the standard of 

people’s education and knowledge is very high. Every country is doing their best to recruit 

foreign tourist and this is so competitive. So in this kind of industry situation, I might need 

further education in overseas to be capable in the future. Maybe there is no choice if I want to 

become a professional who is educated and has desire.

The reason I want to study in OOO College is because Swiss is center of Europe so I can 

be easily closed to all the food trends and its philosophy of neighbored countries. I like OOO 

College in that it has multi-campus and such a great kitchen facility.
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I am going to start my study from coming October and do it for 3years. At the moment 

there are 3points in my mind for overseas study which are study, human relationship and food 

skill. Maybe I can pick one more for health as well.  I will give my best shot for achieving 

my dream.

_____________________

Jeniffer CHO


